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We present a new integral format for 4-index electron repulsion integrals, in which several strategies
like the Resolution-of-the-Identity (RI) approximation and other more general tensor-decomposition
techniques are combined with an atomic batching scheme. The 3-index RI integral tensor is divided
into sub-tensors defined by atom pairs on which we perform an accelerated decomposition to the
canonical product (CP) format. In a first step, the RI integrals are decomposed to a high-rank CP-like
format by repeated singular value decompositions followed by a rank reduction, which uses a Tucker
decomposition as an intermediate step to lower the prefactor of the algorithm. After decomposing the
RI sub-tensors (within the Coulomb metric), they can be reassembled to the full decomposed tensor
(RC approach) or the atomic batched format can be maintained (ABC approach). In the first case, the
integrals are very similar to the well-known tensor hypercontraction integral format, which gained
some attraction in recent years since it allows for quartic scaling implementations of MP2 and some
coupled cluster methods. On the MP2 level, the RC and ABC approaches are compared concerning
efficiency and storage requirements. Furthermore, the overall accuracy of this approach is assessed.
Initial test calculations show a good accuracy and that it is not limited to small systems. Published by
AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979571]

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum chemical methods for calculating the elec-
tronic structure of atoms and molecules have become a viable
tool in the study of chemical phenomena. They can nowa-
days be applied to relatively large systems with around hun-
dred atoms, but still most methods suffer from the so-called
curse of dimensionality. The computational costs for alge-
braic operations on tensors emerging from the underlying
working equations show a steep scaling with the molecular
size and also the storage requirements can quickly become a
bottleneck.

For several years, scientists have tried to find approxima-
tions that circumvent the curse of dimensionality in order to
make calculations on large systems feasible. From a mathe-
matical point of view, many of these attempts can be seen as
low-rank tensor approximations. For instance, in the very pop-
ular Resolution-of-the-Identity (RI) approximation1–4 or the
closely related Cholesky Decomposition (CD) technique,5–8

4th-order tensors are factorized into an expression, where only
3rd and 2nd-order tensors appear. This already paves the way
for much more efficient implementations. For MP2 speed ups
by a factor 100 are realistic when using the RI approximation.
Additionally, recent work employs projected atomic orbitals
(PAOs),9,10 orbital specific virtuals (OSVs),11 and pair natural
orbitals (PNOs)12,13 together with factorizations of the wave
function correlation amplitudes for obtaining very efficient
algorithms.14–20
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All these approximations are based on physical motiva-
tions, but can still be identified as tensor factorizations. Noting
this, one has to realize that the field of tensor factorizations is
very broad and one might get additional insight by taking a
more general mathematical view on it. In a general introduction
to tensor decomposition, one usually starts with the work of
Hitchcock21 and the later application of tensor decomposition
techniques by Tucker,22,23 Carroll and Chang,24 and Harsh-
man25 in the context of psychometrics. Over the last 10 years,
tensor-decomposition techniques made their way into different
fields like data mining,26,27 neuroscience,28 or signal process-
ing29 to only mention few areas. Also in the field of quantum
chemistry, this more general view became attractive. Recently
Benedikt et al.30,31 studied the use of the Canonical decom-
position (CP) in the context of electronic structure theory and
Godtliebsen et al.32,33 studied the use of CP-decomposed ten-
sors in vibrational coupled cluster. Furthermore, Martinez and
co-workers established the Tensor hypercontraction (THC)
format for the two-electron integrals, which arises if CP-
decomposed 3-index integrals in the RI approximation are
used.34–36 The THC format enables a reduction of the scal-
ing of, for example, MP2, MP3, and CC2 to O(N 4), where
N is a measure of the system size. In their first publication,
Martinez and co-workers obtained the THC format by per-
forming a CP decomposition of the 3-index integrals in the
RI approximation.34 Due to the high computational cost of
this step, they later switched to a grid-based approach and a
least-squares procedure giving rise to LS-THC.35 In Ref. 37,
they could show that for a polynomial basis and certain grids,
this procedure can be exact, which is not guaranteed for a CP-
decomposition-based method in those cases. However, in most
quantum chemical methods, a non-polynomial basis is used,
and therefore a black-box approach that does not rely on grids
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is desirable. In this paper, we present an alternative approach
and keep an alternating-least-squares algorithm for the decom-
position of the 3-index integrals to the CP format (CP-ALS),
which removes the necessity of preoptimized grids and paves
the way for more black-box approaches. We achieve this by not
treating the full integral tensor, but sub-tensors defined by atom
pairs on which we perform an accelerated CP-ALS procedure.
Afterwards one can recombine the decomposed sub-tensors
to the full decomposed tensor or stay in an atomic-batched
framework and adapt the existing working equations to this
format. In this work, we follow both strategies on the MP2
level and compare them with respect to storage requirements
and efficiency. After the present manuscript was submitted for
publication, an article by Song and Martinez was published
on LS-THC-SOS-MP2 which also takes up the idea of an
atom-based decomposition and local THC in order to lower
the scaling for the formation of the THC factorization (inver-
sion of the THC metric).38 In contrast to our work, they stay
in the LS-THC framework using a grid approach and further-
more they use in their atomic decomposition larger blocks of
atom groups.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we will give a
short summary of the important tensor factorizations and show
different routes towards to a THC-like format for two-electron
repulsion integrals. For one of these routes, we introduce the
atomic batching scheme to make a CP decomposition on the
large 3-index integrals feasible. Afterwards we show which
ranks we obtain and how accurate and fast our new method is.

II. THEORY
A. Tensors and canonical decomposition

In general, a tensor is the representation of d-dimensional
data, where the number of dimensions is referred to as the order
of a tensor. In the context of tensors, the dimensions are also
known as ways or modes. A zeroth-order tensor is a scalar,
a first-order tensor is a vector, and a second-order tensor is a
matrix. Tensors of order three and higher are then referred to
as higher order tensors. As scalars, vectors, and matrices, they
can be represented as d-dimensional arrays, where for each set
of indices a certain value is stored,

X(i1, i2, . . . , id) = value. (1)

Although this representation is quite intuitive, it has also some
disadvantages. Even if the data are sparse, many negligible
values have to be stored, where the storage requirements show
a steep O(nd) scaling with the order d assuming the same
number of entries n for each mode. Besides the unfavorable
storage requirements, the costs for algebraic operations show
a steep scaling with increasing dimensionality as well. But
one has not to rely on the array-based representation. Many of
the mentioned problems can be solved by using the so-called
low-rank representations. One of the simplest approaches is
the canonical decomposition, which is in the literature also
referred to as CANDECOMP and PARAFAC (parallel fac-
tors).21,24,25 Using the CP format, a tensor X ∈ Rni×nj · · ·×nd is
factorized into a weighted sum of direct products of vectors

representing each mode,

X =
R∑
r

ωra(1)
r ⊗ a(2)

r · · · ⊗ a(d)
r (2)

or showing the indices explicitly

Xi,j,...d =

R∑
r

ωra(1)
ir a(2)

jr . . . a(d)
dr , (3)

where R is the rank of the representation. The minimal R,
which makes the factorization exact, is known as the rank of
the tensor X.

Without losing generality, we will in the following absorb
the weighting factor ωr in one of the mode vectors. The stor-
age requirements depend heavily on the rank and scale for a
d-order tensor with lengths ni for mode i with R·

∑d
i ni data ele-

ments to be stored. Assuming that all ni are the same less data
compared to the array-based representation has to be stored, if
the rank falls below 1

d nd−1. Besides the storage requirements,
also many algebraic operations like contractions can be done
with a reduced operation count.

For the 2-dimensional case, the singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) offers a clear route to obtain a factorization in
the CP format. Unfortunately no unique procedure is known
for tensors of arbitrary order d ≥ 3. Most schemes try to fit a
tensor in the CP format X(λ) depending on parameters λi and
a given rank R to the target tensor minimizing the Frobenius
norm of the difference tensor,

min
λ
‖X − X(λ)‖ . (4)

This is often done in an alternating least squares (ALS) fash-
ion: From all mode matrices a(i)

r , which are the set of vectors
for a given mode, only one is optimized at a time while the
others are fixed. The minimization then reduces to a least-
squares fit problem. If one mode matrix is optimized, the next
one will be optimized while the others are fixed. This proce-
dure is repeated until convergence. An algorithm to find the CP
decomposition with the lowest possible rank for a given accu-
racy starts usually with a low rank CP tensor of a given rank
(say 1), performs the CP-ALS algorithm, and then increases
the rank until the difference norm falls below a given thresh-
old. In an ideal world, this procedure should converge when
the fit is 100%, but unfortunately different fits can be arbitrar-
ily close which causes numerical difficulties and the algorithm
is slowly convergent and even not guaranteed to converge at
all. In the following, this kind of algorithm is referred to as
FindBestCPALS algorithm.

B. Tucker decomposition

An alternative representation of a tensor is given by the
Tucker decomposition, in which a higher order component
analysis is used to decompose the target tensor X into a core
tensor β transformed by a matrix along each mode.22,23 It was
first shown for third-order tensors ∈ Rni×nj×nk ,

Xijk =

R1∑
r1

R2∑
r2

R3∑
r3

βr1r2r3 U (1)
ir1

U (2)
jr2

U (3)
kr3

, (5)
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but is easily extendable to the d-order case. If the core tensor is
super-diagonal and all ranks are the same R1 = R2 = R3, the CP
format can be seen as a special case of a Tucker decomposition.

The Tucker format does not circumvent the curse of
dimensionality since the core tensor is of the same order as
the original tensor, but if it can be sufficiently compressed,
then it is possible to achieve savings concerning the storage
requirements. For a d-order tensor with lengths ni and ranks Ri

for each mode, the storage is given as
∏d

i Ri +
∑d

i niRi. Further-
more algebraic operations can be done much more efficiently if
they are performed on the smaller core tensor. This philosophy
is, for example, already extensively pursued in the Pair Natural
Orbital (PNO) representation,39 which gained a lot of interest
in the last years15 and can be seen as a kind of Tucker decompo-
sition, where the integrals and amplitudes are projected down
to a smaller subspace. An attractive feature of the Tucker for-
mat is that there are pure algebraic decomposition algorithms
available based on higher order SVD (HOSVD), which can be
applied in a black box manner and with a guaranteed accuracy.

Besides the CP and Tucker format, also other common
factorizations like the hierarchical singular value decomposi-
tion of tensors40 or the tensor train decomposition41 are present
in the literature, but since they are not relevant for our current
work we limit ourselves to the given description of common
tensor decompositions. Nevertheless we will in the following
comment on additional factorizations, but in contrast to the
already mentioned they are very tailored to quantum chemistry
and not well known in other scientific disciplines.

C. RI approximation as a route towards
further decompositions

In many QM codes, the so-called Resolution-of-the-
identity (RI) approximation1–3 is used to accelerate the eval-
uation and processing of 4-index electron repulsion integrals
(ERIs) in MP24 and HF/DFT calculations. This approximation
is in principle a tensor decomposition of the 4th-order integral
tensor into a sum of products of 2 and 3-index integrals,

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
PQ

IP
µν[J]−1

PQIQ
κλ

, (6)

where we introduced the following short hand notations for
the 2 and 3-index integrals:

IP
µν = (µν |P) =

∫ ∫
φµ(r1)φν(r1)

1
r12

φP(r2)dr1dr2, (7)

JPQ = (P |Q) =
∫ ∫

φP(r1)
1

r12
φQ(r2)dr1dr2. (8)

For JPQ, the so-called Coulomb metric is used. Alternatively,
also the overlap metric

SPQ = (PQ) =
∫ ∫

φP(r1)φQ(r2)dr1dr2 (9)

can be used which gives three (in fact two different) choices
to express the ERI as

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
PQ

(µνP)[S]−1
PQIQ

κλ
, (10)

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
PQ

IP
µν[S]−1

PQ(Qκλ), (11)

or

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
PQ

∑
RS

(µνP)[S]−1
PQ[J]QR[S]−1

RS(Sκλ), (12)

where (µνP) are three center overlap integrals

(µνP) =
∫
φµ(r1)φν(r1)φP(r1)dr1. (13)

However from these three choices, in fact, only the last one
(Eq. (12)) is viable. The first two integral forms are not sym-
metric and might cause difficulties due to possible complex
eigenvalues. The overlap metric especially in the last form has
the advantage that the quantities involved are potentially eas-
ier to compute, but from the early work of Dunlap et al.2 and
Vahtras et al.,3 it is known that the errors introduced can be
two orders of magnitude larger than compared to the Coulomb
metric. Later Manby42 realized that the Coulomb metric is
superior, because using the operator’s own metric is equivalent
to a robust resolution-of-the-identity, which guarantees that the
error in the energy is quadratic in the error in the fitted density.
In principle, this also opens a way to obtain the same accuracy
using the overlap metric. In the robust RI approximation, we
can write the ERI using the overlap metric as

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
PQ

(µνP)[S]−1
PQIQ

κλ
+

∑
PQ

IP
µν[S]−1

PQ(Qκλ)

−
∑
PQ

∑
RS

(µνP)[S]−1
PQ[J]QR[S]−1

RS(Sκλ). (14)

Though this recovers the accuracy of the Coulomb metric, it
is computationally the most demanding since it requires the
evaluation of all quantities from the Coulomb and overlap
metric.

The auxiliary basis is generally 3–4 times larger than the
orbital basis. However, it can be reduced in specific cases. Tak-
ing up ideas of the natural-orbital expansion and SVD, Kállay
introduced a rank-reduction algorithm for the auxiliary basis,
which relies on a single adjustable parameter.43 However, this
approach does not lower the scaling and it was shown that
especially for highly accurate methods like CCSD(T), only a
small compression of the auxiliary basis is possible without
significantly affecting the accuracy.

Having the 4-index integrals in a decomposed form
enables routes for well-defined further decompositions we
want to comment on. If the RI approximation is employed
and we obtained a CP decomposed expression for the 3-index
integrals (vide infra), it is quite easy to obtain an expression for
the 4-index integrals in the CP format itself or to arrive at the
THC format,34,35 which can be seen as an intermediate step in
the conversion to the CP format. To get such an expression, the
[J�1]PQ matrix can be casted to a CP-like format by applying
a SVD,

[J−1]PQ ≈

Rx∑
rx

ŪJ
Prx

V̄ J
Qrx

, (15)

where we absorbed the singular values σ1/2 into the vec-
tors, which is indicated by the bar over the singular vectors.
Assuming 3-index integrals in CP format,

IP
µν ≈

R∑
r

W (1)
µr W (2)

νr W (3)
Pr , (16)
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the 4-index integrals can be written as

(µν |κλ) ≈ (µν |κλ)RI

=
∑
PQ

*.
,

R1∑
r1

W (1)
µr1

W (2)
νr1

W (3)
Pr1

+/
-

*.
,

Rx∑
rx

ŪJ
Prx

V̄ J
Qrx

+/
-

×
*.
,

R2∑
r2

W (1)
κr2

W (2)
λr2

W (3)
Qr2

+/
-

. (17)

The sums can be rearranged to

(µν |κλ)RI =

R1∑
r1

R2∑
r2

Rx∑
rx

*
,

∑
P

W (3)
Pr1

ŪJ
Prx

+
-

×
*.
,

∑
Q

V̄ J
Qrx

W (3)
Qr2

+/
-

W (1)
µr1

W (2)
νr1

W (1)
κr2

W (2)
λr2

, (18)

and a summation over P and Q yields

(µν |κλ)RI =

R1∑
r1

R2∑
r2

Rx∑
rx

Pr1rx Qrxr2 W (1)
µr1

W (2)
νr1

W (1)
κr2

W (2)
λr2

. (19)

Only Pr1rx and Qrxr2 depend on rx. If we perform the summa-
tion, we introduce a new coefficient matrix, the combination
matrix Mr1r2 , which combines the expansion lengths R1 and
R2,

(µν |κλ)RI =

R1∑
r1

R2∑
r2

Mr1r2 W (1)
µr1

W (2)
νr1

W (1)
κr2

W (2)
λr2

. (20)

This is quite similar to the THC format, in which in the notation
of the authors,34 a 4-index integral is represented as

(µν |κλ) ≈
∑
P̄Q̄

X P̄
µX P̄

ν Z P̄Q̄XQ̄
κ XQ̄

λ
, (21)

where here the over-bar indicates that P̄ and Q̄ do not refer
to the auxiliary basis, but a different (larger) one. Z P̄Q̄ is the
analogue of the combination matrix and X P̄

µ are the mode matri-
ces from the CP decomposition. In their first derivation, which
yielded PF-THC (PARAFAC THC), Hohenstein et al.34 also
started from CP-decomposed 3-index integrals, but instead of
using the Coulomb metric, they used the overlap metric. In our
notation, their Z-Matrix/combination matrix can be expressed
as

Mr1r2 ≈
∑

PQRS

WPr1 [S]−1
PQ[J]QR[S]−1

RSWSr2 . (22)

The expression for the combination matrix in later incarnations
of THC (for example, LS-THC) differs and also the use of the
overlap metric is avoided. Since the Coulomb metric offers a
better accuracy,3 we also follow this strategy in our CP-based
approach towards a THC-like factorization. The drawback is
that using the overlap metric the 3-index integrals should be
more sparse and lower ranks for the CP decomposition are
more likely. In a follow-up work, we will compare both choices
in more detail. In order not to confuse the THC integrals in
our work with that of Hohenstein et al.34 in their first paper,
we refer this choice as Coulomb-PF-THC or C-PF-THC since
we used the Coulomb metric instead of the overlap metric.
Furthermore we want to note that the THC format can be seen

as an intermediate step to convert the 4-index integrals into the
CP format,

(µν |κλ)RI =

R1 ·R2∑
r

W̄ (1)
µr W̄ (2)

νr W̄ (3)
λr W̄ (4)

κr , (23)

where the weighting factors again are absorbed into the vec-
tors. For the W̄r vectors, the W r vectors are simply copied
for r1 or r2 and one is multiplied with the entries of the
combination matrix Mr1r2 . In THC-like formats, the stor-
age requirements depend heavily on the size of Mr1r2 and
can be given as R1 · R2 + 2 · R1 · Nbas + 2 · R2 · Nbas or
R1 · (R2 + 1)/2 + 2 · R1 · Nbas + 2 · R2 · Nbas if some permuta-
tional symmetry is exploited. The requirements scale therefore
quadratically with the ranks obtained.

An alternative route towards a CP-like format of 4-index
integrals with the aid of the RI approximation is to write the
ERI as

(µν |κλ)RI =
∑

Q

BQ
µνBQ

κλ
(24)

with the intermediates

BQ
µν =

∑
P

IP
µνJ−1/2

PQ , (25)

where J−1/2
PQ can be computed as Cholesky decomposition of

JPQ. If we are now performing a SVD on the B intermediate,
we obtain

BQ
µν =

K∑
k

ŪB,Q
µk V̄B,Q

νk , (26)

with K ≤Naux and where the bar indicates that the singular
values as σ1/2 have been absorbed into the singular vectors.
With this the ERI can be cast in the CP format as

(µν |κλ)RI =
∑

Q

K∑
kX

ŪB,Q
µkX

V̄B,Q
νkX

K∑
kY

ŪB,Q
κkY

V̄B,Q
λkY

=

R∑
r

W (1)
κ1 W (2)

νr W (3)
κr W (4)

λr , (27)

where R is Naux · K2. In the best case scenario, K quickly
becomes independent of the system size and then the rank
increases linearly with the number of auxiliary functions. In
the worst case scenario, K is equal to the number of basis
functions (Nbas) and the ranks therefore increase cubically with
system size. Let us compare these findings to the first shown
route, where we expect in the ideal case a quadratic scaling.
There we got that the rank equals R = R1 · R2, where R1 and
R2 are the ranks of the 3-index integrals. We know that for
3-order tensors X ∈ RI×J×K , the (theoretical) maximum rank
is bounded by min (IJ , IK , JK); this leads to an upper bound
as

R1 ≤ N2
bas (28)

and results in the worst case scenario to a O(N4) scaling of
the ranks. In the best and worst case scenario, the second route
seems therefore to be superior. However a central point of our
work is the combination with a batching scheme driven by
atom indices, which will be discussed in detail in a subsidiary
part. Applying this scheme the argumentation turns exactly the
opposite way around as shown later.
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1. Comment on the size of the combination matrix

Martinez and co-workers report that the dimension of the
combination matrix is a few multiples of the fitting basis34 and
also we observe that it can become quite large compared to the
fitting basis (vide infra). Of course for an efficient implementa-
tion, it should be as small as possible. So naturally the question
arises if there are ways to judge the size of the combination
matrix. From Equation (22), where we compare the com-
bination matrix with the original PF-THC formalism34 and
Equation (19), it is obvious that the number of non-vanishing
singular values of the combination matrix is bound by the size
of the fitting basis. The combination matrix is obtained by
performing a SVD on the matrix JPQ and then one index is
transformed to a large basis and the transformed singular vec-
tors are again combined. This implies that the combination
matrix is in general much larger than it has to be and that it
combines expansion lengths, which contain some redundan-
cies. Although this problem is evident, there is no straight
forward way to avoid it. This dilemma will be of concern in
ongoing research.

D. Casting the 3-index integrals into CP format

For the procedure sketched above, it is necessary to have
the 3-index integrals IQ

µν in CP format. With the help of SVDs
on the sub-matrices (Qµ) defined by the basis function index
ν as it is sketched in Algorithm 1, there exists a well-defined
route to obtaining a high-rank CP representation without fit-
ting the tensor. In spirit it shares some similarities with the
rank-reduction algorithm of Kállay for RI integrals in Ref. 43,
but our method is performed on blocks of the integral ten-
sor and does not require to substitute the SVD of the 3 index
integrals by an eigen decomposition of WPQ =

∑
µν BP

µνBQ
µν .

The here presented procedure is quite simple and the error is
easily controllable by the threshold for the SVDs TSVD. The
disadvantage of the procedure is the high rank, which scales
with the number of basis functions Nbas. In the worst case sce-
nario, we can expect a rank of Nbas ·Nbas, but for large systems
many singular values for the auxiliary AO sub-blocks will be
zero. Nevertheless the rank has to be reduced after the RI-SVD
decomposition to allow storage savings and efficient imple-
mentations. For this purpose we use the algorithm depicted in
Algorithm 2, which is our adaption of the C2T/T2C algorithm
of Khoromskij and Khoromskaia.44,45

The main idea of the algorithm is to combine the CP for-
mat with the Tucker format. A target tensor X ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 in
the CP format

Algorithm 1. Initial casting of 3-index integrals in CP format by SVD guided
scheme.

for ν = 1, . . . , Nbas do
• Copy Auxiliary-AO blocks for ν to AQµ

• do a SVD on slice: A = U · Σ · VT

• Use rows in U and columns in VT as mode vectors.
• For the AO index which defines the slices use unit vectors,

where the index ν is encoded and then absorb the singular value
in it.

end for
• Do a rank reduction by the code in 2 or CP-recompression.

Algorithm 2. Rank reduction for d order tensors.

Input: High rank tensor ICP
in ∈ Rn1×n2 . . .×nd in CP format

• Calculate truncated SVD of the mode matrices of ICP
in :

• W(k) = U(k)Σ(k)
(
V(k)

)T

• U(k) ∈ Rnk×Rk , Σ(k) ∈ RRk×Rk and V∈ RRk×R

for i = 1, ..., nmaxiter do

• Project the mode matrices: W̃ =
(
Uk

)T
Wk , W̃ ∈ RRk×R

for k = 1, . . ., d do

• Construct partially projected tensor: Ĩk
=

∑
r

Rhigh W̃(1)
r ⊗ . . . ⊗

W(k)
r ⊗ . . . W̃(d)

r

• Reshape Ĩ(k)
into a matrix M ∈ Rnk×

(∏
j,k Rj

)
• Calculate truncated SVD of the matrix unfolding:

M= Ũ(k)
Σ̃

(k)
(
Ṽ(k)

)T

• Update the subspace: U(k) ← Ũ(k)

end for
end for

• Obtain converged projected mode matrices: W̃(k)
=

(
U(k)

)T
W(k)

• Construct core tensor in CP format: β =
∑

r
Rhigh W̃(1)

r ⊗ W̃(2)
r . . . ⊗

W̃(d)
r

• Tucker tensor is now given as: ITucker
= β ×1 Ũ(1)

×2 Ũ(2)
· · ·

×d Ũ(d)

• Recompress core tensor using CP-ALS: βr1r2 . . .rd =
∑Rlow

r b(1)
r ⊗

b(2)
r . . . ⊗ b(d)

r

• Set the mode matrices of ICP
out to W (k)

ik r ←
∑Rk

rk
Ũ(k)

ik rk
b(k)

rk r

Output: ICP
out with low rank Rlow

Xn1n2n3 =

Rhigh∑
r

W (1)
n1rW (2)

n2rW (3)
n3r (29)

is with a HOOI46-like procedure converted into the Tucker
format

Xn1n2n3 =
∑

r1r2r3

βr1r2r3 Ũ (1)
n1r1

Ũ (2)
n2r2

Ũ (3)
n3r3

. (30)

The optimized side matrices Ũniri are obtained in an ALS man-
ner, which is repeated nmaxiter times. Initial tests show that a
small number of iterations, e.g., 5–10, is sufficient.

After obtaining the tensor in the Tucker format, the core
tensor β is decomposed into the CP format

Xn1n2n3 =
∑

r1r2r3

*.
,

Rlow∑
r

b(1)
r1rb(2)

r2rb(3)
r3r

+/
-

Ũ (1)
n1r1

Ũ (2)
n2r2

Ũ (3)
n3r3

. (31)

The rank of the core tensor Rlow equals then the rank of the
output vector in the CP format and (hopefully) enabled a
reduction,

Xn1n2n3 =

Rlow∑
r

∑
r1

b(1)
r1rŨ (1)

n1r1

∑
r2

b(2)
r2rŨ (2)

n2r2

∑
r3

b(3)
r3rŨ (3)

n3r3
, (32)

Xn1n2n3 =

Rlow∑
r

W̃ (1)
n1rW̃ (2)

n2rW̃ (3)
n3r . (33)

Deviating from the algorithm presented in Refs. 44 and 45, we
never construct the core tensor in the array-based format, but
keep it in the CP format and apply the CP-ALS algorithm on
this quantity. This has the advantage that some computational
steps can be done in a more efficient way exploiting the CP
format. To distinguish between the standard CP-ALS algo-
rithm, we name this procedure CP-recompression.
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FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the rank reduction algorithm. The tensor
in CP format is projected down to a subspace via the Tucker decomposition
and all operations are then performed on the smaller core tensor to lower the
prefactor of the CP-ALS algorithm. After a lower rank is found, the tensor is
projected back to the full space.

The essence of the algorithm is sketched in Fig. 1. In
order to lower the prefactor of the CP-ALS algorithm, the
large tensor is projected down to a smaller sub-space via
Tucker decomposition and the CP-ALS/recompression step
is performed on the core tensor.

The accuracy of the conversion to the Tucker format can
be controlled by the thresholds for the SVDs TSVD meaning
including all σi ≥ TSVD. Based on an error bound for the
conversion of a CP tensor to a Tucker tensor,44

X − X
Tucker ≤ ‖ω‖

d∑
l=1

*.
,

min(nl ,
∏

j,l Rj)∑
k=Rl+1

σ2
lk

+/
-

1/2

, (34)

the SVD threshold can be chosen in a self-adapting approach.
In the upper equation, d is the order of the tensor and Rl the
selected subset of the full possible rank for a given mode l, and
σlk refer to the cut out singular values. The sum is bounded by
the number of possible singular values of the matrix unfolding
of the partially projected tensor (min(nl,

∏
j,l Rj)). The fac-

tor in front ‖ω‖ is ‖ω‖ =
√∑R

i ω
2
i =
√

R, where ωi are the
weighting factors for the mode vectors and in our case always
one since we absorbed them into one of the vectors.

If a maximal allowed error T err is chosen, TSVD can be
selected according to this. For each mode, the error bound is
tested if more and more singular values are neglected. If T err

/
d

is reached, TSVD is set just below the current singular value.
For all modes the selected TSVD thresholds are compared and
the smallest one is chosen. For a general algorithm it might be
interesting to explore the possibilities to use for each mode a
different threshold, but in our specific case this is not of interest
since mainly the singular values of the mode belonging to the
auxiliary functions are truncated.

A potential weak point of the algorithm is the construc-
tion of the matrix unfolding which is likely to be of the
same order/size as the original tensor. This problem will be
addressed in the next paragraph when the atomic batching is
introduced.

E. Atomic-batched build of the 3-index integrals

Performing the rank reduction algorithm or using a con-
ventional FindBestCPALS algorithm to the full set of 3-index
integrals is not practical due to the large prefactor of a CP-
ALS procedure and was one reason why Martinez and co-
workers34,35 moved from a CP-ALS algorithm to a grid based
approach to obtain the ERIs in the THC format. In their pro-
cedure, which is called least-squares tensor hypercontraction
(LS-THC), the THC format is generated by a least-squares
renormalization of a spatial quadrature over the r−1

12 opera-
tor.35 Although this strategy is quite successful, it also has
some disadvantages. One needs for example specialized grids
to ensure a certain overall accuracy. In the initial implemen-
tation, the grids were mainly tailored towards MP2 and are
less accurate in, for example, CCSD calculations because dif-
ferent classes of MO integrals arise in this case. A black box
approach to obtain the (C-PF-)THC format without relying on
empirical knowledge is clearly favorable.

We therefore follow a different route to make the gener-
ation of integrals in the (C-PF-)THC format (and thereby CP
format) feasible by modifying the algorithm to obtain the inte-
grals. To lower the prefactor, while accepting a probably larger
output rank, we perform the RI-SVD decomposition followed
by the rank reduction on sub-blocks of the integral tensor,
which are given by all basis functions belonging to a certain
atom. This approach is similar to split and merge techniques
described in other algorithms to make a CP decomposition
feasible on large tensors.47 In contrast to the approach in
Ref. 47, no sampling/heuristics are required to identify appro-
priate sub-tensors since these are given by the block structure
of the integrals. We also emphasize from the outset that this
approach reduces a large task to many smaller tasks being well
suited for parallelization. In order not to confuse with the ear-
lier mentioned PF-THC or C-PF-THC and since we also take
up equally portions of additional ideas like the C2T/T2C algo-
rithm as well as an atomic batching scheme, we introduce two
new and simpler terms: By the RC approach, we mean that the
RI approximation using the Coulomb metric is invoked, and
that for each atom pair, the 3-index integrals are decomposed
to a high rank CP-like format by repeated SVDs followed by
a rank reduction by means of the C2T/T2C algorithm. After-
wards the decomposed sub-tensors are reassembled to the full
decomposed tensor. On the other hand, the ABC approach
denotes the atomic batched partition. Obviously, analogous
RO and ABO methods are obtainable when using the overlap
metric. We note that the RC format is in the end equivalent
to the THC format, but differs in the construction, meaning
RC integrals and THC integrals are different approximations
to the exact ERIs.

The algorithms used to obtain the RC and ABC integral
formats only differ in the last step and remain the same for the
decomposition steps, but they yield different kinds of working
equations (vide infra). Most of the equations presented so far
stay valid, but one has to be aware of additional indices refer-
ring to atoms A, B, and C. In a loop of atom pairs, we read in
blocks associated to a given atom pair

IQ
µAνB = (Q|µAνB) (35)
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and perform the decomposition

IQ,CP
µAνB =

∑
rAB

WAB,(1)
µArAB WAB,(2)

νA,rAB WAB,(3)
QrAB (36)

with RI-SVD followed by a rank reduction with the C2T/T2C
algorithm. We only restrict the basis function of the orbital
basis to be centered at the atom pairs. The auxiliary func-
tions are not restricted since the not required contributions will
be cut out by the Tucker decomposition. In this scheme, we
exploit for each atom pair the permutational symmetry of the
AO basis functions (Q|µAνB) = (Q|νBµA) to use our decompo-
sition algorithm for each pair only once. The 4-index integrals
can now be assembled for each atom quadruple {A, B, C, D}
in a THC-like format

(µAνB |κC
λ

D) =
RAB∑
rAB

RCD∑
rCD

MABCD
rABrCD WAB,(1)

µArAB WAB,(2)
νBrAB

×WCD,(1)
λCrCD WCD,(2)

κDrCD . (37)

At this point one can stay in the atomic batched framework
(ABC) or reassemble the CP decomposed sub-tensors for the
3-index integrals to form the whole integral tensor by sum-
mation of the CP sub-tensors (RC). As already mentioned,
both strategies shall be followed and compared. To assemble
the full 3-index integral tensor, we use the block structure of
the AO basis. The obtained mode matrices correspond to sub-
blocks of the full AO basis mode matrices with zeroes before
or after the sub-block as sketched in Fig. 2. A standard CP-
ALS algorithm on the full 3-index integral tensor would scale
as O(Naux · N2

bas · R), where Naux is the number of auxiliary
functions, Nbas the number of basis functions, and R the rank.
However, the atomic batched decomposition in combination
with the Tucker decomposition reduces this in the asymptotic
limit to quadratic scaling costs,O(N2

atomN local
aux ·(N

atom
bas )2

·Ratom),
since due to the Tucker decomposition the core tensor does
not increase with system size at some point and therefore
the locally assigned auxiliary basis functions N local

aux become
constant in addition to the rank of the sub-tensor Ratom and
the number of basis function at an atom pair (Natom

bas )2, which
are constant anyway. Therefore the costs are only determined
by the number of performed CP-ALS decompositions, which
scale quadratically with the number of atoms.

After introducing the atomic batching, we want to come
back to a few issues raised during the discussion so far. We
showed two schemes to obtain the CP format of the 3-index
integrals and argued that scheme 2 has potentially the benefit of
a lower rank. So why do we not use this approach? The answer
is that the argumentation turns around if atomic batching is
used. If only the basis functions at atom pairs are considered
for IQ

µAνB , BQ
µAνB , we get for scheme 1 in the worst case ranks

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the relation between atomic batched and
full tensors.

Algorithm 3. Atomic batched build of 3-index integrals.

Init rank: R = 0
for AB = 1, . . . , NAtomPairs do
• Get integral block IQ

µAνB = (Q |µAνB) with no restriction on Q

• Perform RI-SVD decomp. on IQ
µAνB using νB to define the sub

matrices. (code 1) The pair list is sorted such that NB
bas is always

smaller or equal to NA
bas in order to ensure the lowest possible

initial rank.
• Perform rank reduction step with C2T/T2C algorithm. (code 2)

• Optionally, for RC: Patch local CP tensor IQ,CP
µAνB of rank Rloc

onto full one IQ,CP
µAνB

end for

scaling with N2
atom · (N

atom
bas )4, where Natom

bas are the number of
basis functions centered at an atom and Natom the number of
atoms. This is likely better than N2

atom · Naux · (Natom
bas )2 what

we get from scheme 2 since the number of auxiliary functions
Naux scales linearly with the system size.

Another issue raised was that we build in the C2T/T2C
algorithm the matrix unfolding in the array-based representa-
tion and this could easily become a storage bottleneck. Here
we note that the atomic batching lifts this problem since only
small pieces of the full tensor are considered and the Tucker
format efficiently screens out the non-required parts of the
auxiliary functions so that the size for the matrix unfolding is
small even in the unpacked array-based format.

1. Dependence on molecular size

Far distant pairs of atoms, they carry less important infor-
mation for the energy calculation and therefore need less tight
thresholds for the CP-ALS fit TCP (unit Eh). After extensive
numerical tests, we came up with a simple relation, which
chooses TCP as a function of the distance between the centers
of the basis functions. The user selects an initial T in

CP, which is
applied to the diagonal pairs and used to calculate the threshold
that is used,

TCP(rAB) = min
(
T in

CP + 0.10 · rAB · T
in
CP, T in

CP · 10
)

(38)

for all other pairs, where rAB is the distance between the atomic
centers A and B. In this way, the importance of a pair is better
reflected without introducing too large errors.

F. Laplace transformation

Aiming now at exploring the performance of our approx-
imate scheme in the context of MP2, not only the integrals
but also the energy denominator is required to be in the CP
or a similar format. One can of course build the array-based
energy-denominator tensor and then decompose it with the CP-
ALS algorithm, but with means of the Laplace-transformation
techniques there exists a route towards a CP-like format for the
denominator in a fast black box approach yielding an expan-
sion with only few terms. The idea goes back to Almlöf and
Häser,48 who replaced the energy denominator by an equiva-
lent Laplace-transformed expression, which is then evaluated
using numerical quadrature,
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1
εa − εi + εb − εj

= ∆ab
ij ≈

nlap∑
z=1

ωz exp(−tz · (εa − εi + εb − εj)).

(39)
This has a very similar structure to the CP format and we obtain

∆
ab
ij ≈

nlap∑
z=1

ωza
(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz . (40)

The number of required Laplace points nlap is usually quite
small 4–8 and does not depend on the molecular size but the
range of the orbital energies. To obtain the Laplace factoriza-
tion of the denominator, we use an algorithm similar to that
described in Ref. 48.

G. Calculation of the MP2 energy

The MP2 energy expression

EMP2 = −
∑
ab

∑
ij

(ai|bj)
[
2(ai|bj) − (bi|aj)

]
∆

ab
ij (41)

can be partitioned in a Coulomb-like contribution

EMP2–J = −
∑
ab

∑
ij

2(ai|bj)(ai|bj)∆ab
ij (42)

and an exchange-like contribution

EMP2–K =
∑
ab

∑
ij

(ai|bj)(bi|aj)∆ab
ij . (43)

Invoking the RC/THC format and CP format for the energy
denominator leads to

EMP2–J ≈ ERC
MP2–J = −2

∑
ab

∑
ij

∑
r1r2

W (1)
ar1

W (2)
ir1

W (1)
br2

W (2)
jr2

Mr1r2

×
∑
r3r4

W (1)
ar3

W (2)
ir3

W (1)
br4

W (2)
jr4

Mr3r4

×
∑

z

ωza
(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz . (44)

Depending on whether we reassemble the sub-tensors to the
full decomposed 3-index integral tensors or stayed in the
atomic batched framework, we have two routes towards the
Coulomb-like contribution. If we reassemble the tensor, we
follow the work of Hohenstein et al.34 and group all factor and
mode matrices with the same MO index,

ERC
MP2–J = −2

∑
ab

∑
ij

∑
r1r2r3r4z

ωz

(
W (1)

ar1
W (1)

ar3
a(1)

az

)
×

(
W (2)

ir1
W (2)

ir3
a(2)

iz

) (
W (1)

br2
W (1)

br4
a(3)

bz

)
×

(
W (2)

jr2
W (2)

jr4
a(4)

jz

)
Mr1r2 Mr3r4 , (45)

ERC
MP2–J = −2

∑
r1r2r3r4z

ωz
CAzr1r3

CIzr1r3
CAzr2r4

CIzr2r4 Mr1r2 Mr3r4

(46)
with the intermediates listed in Table I together with their oper-
ation count. Defining shortcuts via the Hadamard product gives
then

ERC
MP2–J = −2

∑
r1r2r3r4z

ωz
CEzr1r3

CEzr2r4 Mr1r2 Mr3r4 (47)

and if the transformation with the combination matrices M is
carried out, one obtains

ERC
MP2–J = −2

∑
r1r4z

ωz
CĒzr1r4

CĒzr4r1 . (48)

The operation count for all steps is shown in Table I.
If we use the atomic batched framework, it is important

to note that for a given quadruple, the combination matrix
can be split into two matrices which only depend on a pair of
atoms,

MABCD
rABrCD =

∑
PQ

WAB,(3)
PrAB J−1

PQWCD,(3)
QrCD . (49)

If one performs a SVD on J−1
PQ and absorbs σ1/2 in the singular

vectors, we obtain accordingly

MABCD
rABrCD =

K∑
k

ŪM,AB
rABk

V̄M,CD
rCDk

. (50)

Plugging this into the Coulomb energy expression gives

EABC
MP2–J = −2

∑
z

ωz

∑
ABCD

∑
A′B′C′D′

RAB∑
rAB

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

RCD∑
rCD

RC′D′∑
rC′D′

CEABCD
zrABrCD

× CEA′B′C′D′

zrA′B′rC′D′

∑
k1

ŪM,AB
rABk1

V̄M,A′B′

rA′B′k1

∑
k2

ŪM,CD
rCDk2

V̄M,C′D′

rC′D′k2
.

(51)

See Table I for intermediates. Note that there MO indices with
atom labels indicate that they only refer to AO transformed
with the coefficients at a particular atom,

W (i)
rpA =

∑
µA

CµApA W (i)
rABµA . (52)

With

CFCD
zrCDk

=
∑
AB

RAB∑
rAB

CEABCD
zrABrCD ŪM,AB

rABk
(53)

and since the right and left singular vectors are identical
for symmetric matrices (U = V), we obtain for the energy
expression

EABC
MP2–J = −2

∑
z

ωz

∑
CD

∑
C′D′

RCD∑
rCD

RC′D′∑
rC′D′

×
∑
k1

CFCD
zrCDk1

CFC′D′

zrC′D′k1

∑
k2

ŪM,CD
rCDk2

V̄M,C′D′

rC′D′k2
, (54)

EABC
MP2 = −2

∑
z

ωz

∑
CD

∑
C′D′

∑
k1

∑
k2

CF̄CD
zk2k1

CF̄C′D′

zk2k1
. (55)

After showing the working equations for both routes, it is
important to discuss the formal scaling. For that purpose, we
will assume for the sake of simplicity that the reassembled
rank R scales linearly with the system size. Then the most
time consuming step is the construction of the CĒzr1r4 inter-
mediates which scales with O(N 3). In the atomic batched
scheme, the most expensive step is the formation of the inter-
mediates CAABCD

zrABrCD and CIABCD
zrABrCD where we contract over the

MO indices. Here we have O(R2
atom · N3ir · nlap · N4

atom) scal-
ing of the operation count. Ratom and nlap are independent of
the system size yielding the well-known O(N 5) scaling for
MP2. However we note that the operation count scales with
the fourth power of the number of atoms, which is usually
a small number. Furthermore in extended systems, it should
be possible to neglect atom quadruples, where the centers are
far apart and furthermore the ranks for distant atom pairs are
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TABLE I. Summary of intermediates used in the MP2 energy computation for the RC (upper half) and ABC
(lower half) approaches. In the ABC approach, atom labels on MO indices are used to make clear that the mode
matrices were only multiplied with the MO coefficients for the particular atom. R refers to the rank, Nbas to the
number of basis functions, Np to a generic MO index, Nvir and Noct to active virtual and occupied MOs, and nlap to
the Laplace points. The subscript atom is used to point out atom-centered quantities and the label Natom indicates
the number of atoms.

Intermediates Operation count

W (i)
rp =

∑
µ CµpW (i)

rµ O(R · Nbas · Np)

CAzr1r3 =
∑

a W (1)
ar1

W (1)
ar3

a(1)
az O(R2 · Nvir · nlap)

C Izr1r3 =
∑

i W (2)
ir1

W (2)
ir3

a(2)
iz O(R2 · Noct · nlap)

CEzr1r3 =
CAzr1r3

C Izr1r3 O(R2 · nlap)

C Ēzr1r4 =
∑

r3
CEzr1r3 Mr3r4 O(R3 · nlap)

X Ajbr2 = W (1)
br2

W (2)
jr2

O(R · Nvir · Noct)

X Bjbr1 =
∑

r2
Mr1r2

X Ajbr2 O(R2 · Nvir · Noct)

X Ejzr1r3 =
∑

b abzW (1)
br3

X Bjbr1 O(R2 · Nvir · Noct · nlap)

X Gzr1r3 =
∑

i aizW (2)
ir1

W (2)
ir3

O(R2 · Noct · nlap)

X Hzr1r3 =
∑

j ajz
X Ejzr1r3

X Ejzr1r3 O(R2 · Noct · nlap)

W (i)
rpA =

∑
µA CµApA W (i)

rABµA O(Ratom · Natom
bas · Np)

CAABCD
zrABrCD =

∑
a WABCD,(1)

aArAB WABCD,(1)
aC rCD a(1)

az O(R2
atom · Nvir · nlap · N4

atom)

C IABCD
zrABrCD =

∑
i WABCD,(2)

iArAB WABCD,(2)
iC rCD a(2)

iz O(R2
atom · Noct · nlap · N4

atom)

CEABCD
zrABrCD =

CAABCD
zrABrCD

C IABCD
zrABrCD O(R2

atom · nlap · N4
atom)

CFCD
zrCDk

=
∑

AB
∑

rAB
CEABCD

zrABrCD ŪM,AB
rABk

O(N4
atom · nlap · R2

atom · K)

CHCD
zrCDk

=
∑

AB
∑

rAB
CEABCD

zrABrCD V̄M,AB
rABk

O(N4
atom · nlap · R2

atom · K)

C F̄CD
zk2k1

=
∑

rCD
CFCD

zrCDk1
ŪM,CD

rCDk2
O(K2 · nlap · Ratom)

X ACD
jDbC rCD = WCD,(1)

bC rCD WCD,(2)
jDrCD O(N2

atom · Ratom · Nvir · Noct)

X ECD
k1jDbC =

∑
rCD

X ACD
jC bDrCD V̄M,CD

rCDk1
O(N2

atom · Ratom · K)

X Ek1jDbC =
∑

CD
X ECD

k1jDbC O(N2
atom · Ratom · K)

X EAB
zjrABk1

=
∑

b
X Ek1jbA WAB,(1)

bArAB abz O(N2
atom · Ratom · nlap · Noct · K · Nvir)

X FABCD
zjrABrCD =

∑
k1

X EAB
zjrABk1

ŪM,CD
rCDk1

O(N4
atom · R

2
atom · nlap · Noct · K)

X GABCD
zrABrCD =

∑
i WAB,(2)

iArAB WCD,(2)
iC rCD a(2)

iz O(N4
atom · R

2
atom · Noct · nlap)

X HABCD,(1)
zrABrCD =

∑
j

X FABCD,(1)
jrABrCD

X FCDAB,(1)
jrCDrAB a(4)

jz O(N4
atom · R

2
atom · Noct · nlap)

smaller so that the operation count for such pairs is smaller
as well.

Next we take a look at the exchange term and follow for
the RC format initially the work by Hohenstein et al.,34

EMP2–K ≈ ERC
MP2–K =

∑
r1r2

W (1)
ar1

W (2)
ir1

W (1)
br2

W (2)
jr2

Mr1r2

×
∑
r3r4

W (1)
br3

W (2)
ir3

W (1)
ar4

W (2)
jr4

Mr3r4

×
∑

z

ωza
(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz . (56)

In a first step, some of the factor matrices are combined

XAjbr2 = W (1)
br2

W (2)
jr2

(57)

and afterwards transformed with the corresponding combina-
tion matrix M to yield

XBjbr1 =
∑
r2

Mr1r2
XAjbr2 . (58)

Now the following intermediates can be calculated

XEjzr1r3 =
∑

b

abzW
(1)
br3

XBjbr1 , (59)
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XGzr1r3 =
∑

i

aizW
(2)
ir1

W (2)
ir3

, (60)

XHzr1r3 =
∑

j

ajz
XEjzr1r3

XEjzr1r3 . (61)

The energy expressions become with these intermediates

EMP2–K ≈
∑
r1r2z

ωz
XGzr1r3

XHzr1r3 . (62)

Again we consider the atomic batched partition as well and
start from the expression,

EMP2–K ≈ EABC
MP2–K =

∑
ABCD

∑
A′B′C′D′

∑
ab

∑
ij

RAB∑
rAB

RCD∑
rCD

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

RC′D′∑
rC′D′

∑
z

WAB,(1)
aArAB WAB,(2)

iBrAB WCD,(1)
bCrCD WCD(2)

jDrCD MABCD
rABrCD

×WA′B′,(1)
bA′rA′B′W

A′B′,(2)
iB′rA′B′ WC′D′,(1)

aC′rC′D′W
C′D′,(2)
jD′rC′D′ MA′B′C′D′

rA′B′rC′D′ωza
(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz , (63)

where again on MO indices it is indicated that it only refers to AO transformed with the coefficients at a particular atom. Then
we combine one set of intermediates with a common rank index

XACD
jDbCrCD = WCD,(1)

bCrCD WCD(2)
jDrCD (64)

and plug in the SVD decomposed expression for the combination matrix,

EABC
MP2–K =

∑
ABCD

∑
A′B′C′D′

∑
ab

∑
ij

RAB∑
rAB

RCD∑
rCD

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

RC′D′∑
rC′D′

∑
z

WAB,(1)
aArAB WAB,(2)

iBrAB
XACD

jDbCrCD

∑
k1

ŪM,AB
rABk1

V̄M,CD
rCDk1

WA′B′,(1)
bA′rA′B′W

A′B′,(2)
iB′rA′B′

XAC′D′

jD′aC′rC′D′

×
∑
k2

ŪM,A′B′

rA′B′k2
V̄M,C′D′

rC′D′k2
ωza

(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz . (65)

We contract the V intermediates along the rank index,

XECD
jDbCk1

=

RCD∑
rCD

XACD
jDbCrCD V̄M,CD

rCDk1
(66)

and carry out the summation over CD and C′D′,

EABC
MP2–K =

∑
AB

∑
A′B′

∑
ab

∑
ij

RAB∑
rAB

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

∑
z

∑
k1

∑
k2

WAB,(1)
aArAB WAB,(2)

iBrAB
XEjbk1 ŪM,AB

rABk1
WA′B′,(1)

bA′rA′B′W
A′B′,(2)
iB′rA′B′

XEjak2 ŪM,A′B′

rA′B′k2
ωza

(1)
az a(2)

iz a(3)
bz a(4)

jz . (67)

In a next step, we contract over the virtual indices,

EABC
MP2–K =

∑
AB

∑
A′B′

∑
ij

RAB∑
rAB

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

∑
z

∑
k1

∑
k2

ωz
XEA′B′,(1)

zjrA′B′k1
WAB,(2)

iBrAB ŪM,AB
rABk1

XEAB,(1)
zjrABk2

WA′B′,(2)
iB′rA′B′ ŪM,A′B′

rA′B′k2
a(2)

iz a(4)
jz . (68)

Afterwards contraction over the k indices and the index i yields

EABC
MP2–K =

∑
AB

∑
A′B′

∑
j

RAB∑
rAB

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

∑
z

×ωz
XFA′B′AB,(1)

jrA′B′rAB
XFABA′B′,(1)

jrABrA′B′ GABA′B′

zrABrA′B′a
(4)
jz . (69)

As one last step, we introduce the intermediate,

XHABA′B′,(1)
zrABrA′B′ =

∑
j

XFABA′B′,(1)
jrABrA′B′

XFA′B′AB,(1)
jrA′B′rAB a(4)

jz (70)

to write the exchange-like energy as

EABC
MP2–K =

∑
AB

∑
A′B′

RAB∑
rAB

RA′B′∑
rA′B′

∑
z

ωz
XHABA′B′,(1)

zrABrA′B′
XGABA′B′

zrABrA′B′ . (71)

Like for the Coulomb-like contribution, it is important to dis-
cuss the operation count. Using the RC format, the XEjzr1r3

intermediate shows the steepest scaling with O(N4) assum-
ing again that R scales linearly with the system size, which
is in reality not completely fulfilled (vide infra). Exploit-
ing the ABC format, the most time consuming intermedi-
ate is the XFABCD

zjrABrCD intermediate, where a formal operation
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count of O(N6) is required. But as for the Coulomb-like
contribution, it contains a N4

atom part and due to the CP decom-
position the operation count for large distant pairs/quadruples
is smaller and in the asymptotic limit reduced to O(N2) giv-
ing also the possibility for a O(N4) scaling evaluation of the
exchange-like contribution. Furthermore the formation of the
intermediate contains the contraction over an auxiliary index.
At the moment this is not restricted, but as the work by differ-
ent groups concerning local density fitting shows, it should be
possible to restrict the fitting domains so that the scaling is fur-
ther reduced.15,49 Often robust density fitting is employed to
reduce the error due to the local fitting domains. Recently Mer-
lot et al.50 showed that robust density fitting does not ensure
semi-positive definiteness and that in local schemes this can
lead to nonphysical results. In Ref. 50 it was demonstrated
how to lift this pitfall by introducing a scheme to add further
auxiliary function to the local basis. However, this again can
increase the computational costs significantly. Therefore Holl-
mann et al. showed a scheme, where this problem is alleviated
by including exact integrals for the matrix elements of the basis
functions at semidiagonal atom blocks.51 Furthermore it can
be accurate enough to use standard density fitting as shown in
the work of Ihrig et al.52 or in a different context by Schmitz et
al.18 Since the main aim of this work is to explore a new integral
format and to assess its accuracy, the introduction of local den-
sity fitting remains for future work. Furthermore the current
approach can be enhanced using localized occupied orbitals
giving the possibility to exploit the locality in a more rigorous
way. Since the energy denominator is replaced by an equiva-
lent Laplace-transformed expression, it is not necessary to use
iterative solvers for the MP1 amplitudes, but it is only required
to calculate MO integrals which depend on the Laplace grid
points.

III. TECHNICAL DETAILS

The RC-MP2 and ABC-MP2 calculations were performed
with the Midas program package.53 For the 3-index RI inte-
grals, we used a local development version of the TUR-
BOMOLE program package,54 which was also used to per-
form the required Hartree-Fock, RI-MP2, and MP2 reference

calculations using the dscf,55 ricc2,56 and mpgrad57 modules.
We used the correlation consistent cc-pVXZ and aug-cc-pVXZ
basis set families58–60 with X = D, T, Q which we will abbre-
viate as XZ and aXZ, together with the optimized auxiliary
basis sets from Ref. 61.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Obtained ranks after reassembling

Since we generate the RC representation using an incre-
mental scheme driven by pairs of atoms, one could expect
that the total rank after assembling the ranks for each pairs
increases at least quadratically with molecular size, since the
untruncated pair lists increase quadratically. But it is however
possible to truncate the pair lists to solve this issue since in the
asymptotic limit the number of non-negligible pairs increases
non-quadratically with molecular size. But at the moment, we
do not impose an a priori restriction to the pair lists. Long
distant pairs contain less information and it is therefore more
likely that they can be represented using a lower rank. If the
decay is fast enough, an ad hoc restriction of the pair list is
not required since the CP decomposition takes care of this. To
investigate this further, we performed calculations on a chain
of hydrocarbons in the DZ basis. In Table II the ranks of the
RC format and the error due to the decomposition relative to
the RI-MP2 reference are given as well as the RI error for com-
parison (the difference between the MP2 and RI-MP2 energy).
Although here solely the RC error is given, it only differs by
the ABC error by numerical noise so that all conclusions are
transferable. For the calculation, we ensured that the error in
the difference norm of the fitted and target tensor is below
10�3 (T in

CP = 10−3 Eh), 5 · 10−3 (T in
CP = 5 · 10−3 Eh), or 10�2

(T in
CP = 10−2 Eh). On the first look, this seems to be a quite harsh

approximation, but is sufficiently accurate (vide infra) and in
accordance with the work of Benedikt et al.,30,31 who also stud-
ied the usage of low rank tensor decompositions in post-HF
methods.

For T in
CP = 10−3 Eh, the RC/ABC error is always below the

RI error which indicates that there is no decline in accuracy in
comparison to RI-MP2. Also in the case for T in

CP = 5 · 10−3 Eh

and T in
CP = 10−2 Eh, the RC error is still of comparable size as

TABLE II. RI as well as RC error for alkane chains using the DZ basis. Additionally the assembled ranks in the
RC format are listed.

TCP = 10−3 Eh TCP = 5 · 10−3 Eh TCP = 10−2 Eh

Molecule ∆RI (Eh) ∆RC(Eh) R ∆RC(Eh) R ∆RC(Eh) R

CH4 −4.97 · 10−5 −2.03 · 10−5 893 −1.34 · 10−6 762 −6.16 · 10−6 685
C2H6 −7.52 · 10−5 −6.09 · 10−6 2 344 4.75 · 10−5 1 918 −9.10 · 10−5 1 721
C3H8 −9.66 · 10−5 −3.45 · 10−5 4 245 3.97 · 10−5 3 406 8.95 · 10−5 3 015
C4H10 −1.21 · 10−4 −2.25 · 10−5 6 376 3.27 · 10−5 5 115 2.89 · 10−4 4 520
C5H12 −1.45 · 10−4 −1.92 · 10−5 8 846 1.69 · 10−4 7 056 5.54 · 10−4 6 367
C6H14 −1.70 · 10−4 1.45 · 10−6 11 408 1.63 · 10−4 9 304 8.81 · 10−4 8 361
C7H16 −1.95 · 10−4 −1.02 · 10−5 13 975 2.43 · 10−4 11 395 1.38 · 10−3 10 196
C8H18 −2.20 · 10−4 −1.02 · 10−5 16 789 4.41 · 10−4 13 787 1.35 · 10−3 12 532
C9H20 −2.45 · 10−4 −1.93 · 10−6 19 428 4.41 · 10−4 15 776 1.51 · 10−3 14 607
C10H20 −2.70 · 10−4 3.28 · 10−6 23 072 4.66 · 10−4 18 117 1.90 · 10−3 15 852
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the RI error and still allows sub-millihartree accuracy. As
observed in several THC implementations, e.g., Ref. 34, the
RI error is in most cases of opposite sign as the RC error which
might cause some error cancellation. The ranks in our initial
implementation are still large but further analysis shows that
the ranks increase only as N1.412

carb , N1.392
carb , and N1.395

carb for T in
CP

= 10−3 Eh, T in
CP = 5 · 10−3 Eh, and T in

CP = 10−2 Eh, respec-
tively. Since the powers are very close, one can conclude that
the scaling does not differ much for different thresholds. Only
the prefactor is increased, but this conclusion might change
if larger systems are considered, since then more and more
atom pairs will be screened out completely. So far this is
observed starting from C6H14, where depending on the thresh-
old one or two pairs are discarded. For C10H20 then 15 pairs
with the loose threshold are cut out and 10 with the tight
one. We note that the RC and ABC format might give rise
for an intuitive tool to understand the interaction in large
molecules on an atomistic level. For example, as the integrals,
the wave function amplitudes can be casted in a similar format.
This then allows for analysis purposes to do a SVD on each
combination matrix, which should indicate the relative impor-
tance of the correlation of electrons at the contributing atom
quadruples.

The large ranks are only a problem for the RC format. If
the ABC format is used, the ranks for all pairs are sufficiently
small and no bottlenecks concerning storage or operation count
emerge.

1. Rank prediction

In our initial implementation, we started each tensor fit-
ting with a rank-1 tensor and then proceeded with a Find-
BestCPALS algorithm, where tensors of larger and larger
ranks are fitted to the target tensor. To accelerate this pro-
cedure by reducing the number of required rank increments,
we searched for a way to predict the final rank based on
some easy to calculate quantities. Using a small test contain-
ing the alkane chains in the DZ basis and additionally the
first five dimers in the S66 set in the aDZ basis, we studied
the dependence with a simple model. The final rank R of a
sub-block should be proportional to the information the ten-
sor contains, which is in our case the number of electrons
nel and the size of the target tensor, e.g., the number of basis
functions nbas. The number of electrons was in a first version
left out, but helped to enhance the correlation a bit. Addition-
ally the rank should be anti-proportional to the interatomic
distance rAB. Combining these quantities yields the simple
relation

R ∝

(
nA

el + nB
el

)
· nA

basn
B
bas

rAB
. (72)

FIG. 3. Dependence of the ranks to the functions in Eqs. (72) and (73).

For the diagonal pairs A = B, a slightly different model due to
a singularity at rAB = 0 has to be used,

R ∝ nA
el · (n

A
bas)

2
. (73)

To test how well the predictions perform, they are plotted for
the test set in Fig. 3 against the final rank. A correlation is
clearly observable. However the correlation for the diagonal
pairs is a bit more systematic. Moreover the plot reveals that
a sub-tensor belonging to a diagonal pair can be compressed
further than a sub-tensor of comparable size belonging to a
non-diagonal pair. One can argue that in the diagonal case,
less information is contained in the tensor and the clearer trend
indicates that the structure of the tensor enables an easier fit-
ting. In the diagonal case, the 3-index integral describes the
Coulomb interaction of the basis functions at one center with
the auxiliary functions, which is likely easier to describe than
the interaction of two centers with auxiliary functions.

For the non-diagonal pairs, the distribution can be quite
broad, but the correlation is good enough to enhance the Find-
BestCPALS algorithm by predicting a better starting rank. The
effect of this enhanced prediction shall be illustrated with
Table III, where for the first 5 dimers in the S66 set,62 the
total number of CP-ALS iterations is shown using the aDZ
basis. With exception of the Water-MeOH dimer, the number
of iterations could be significantly reduced especially for the
larger complexes 04 and 05, which directly leads to a more
efficient implementation. In both cases, we used random start
guesses for the mode matrices and increased the initial rank
by a rank increment of one, if the error was still too large. For
the rank increment, we fitted the rank-1 tensor to the differ-
ence between the target tensor and the current representation
and used the current rank + rank increment as guess for a new
representation.

TABLE III. Number of CP-ALS iterations accumulated for all pairs using the initial code and the distant dependent
rank prediction. As an example, the first 5 dimers of the S66 test set are chosen using the aDZ basis.

01 Water-Water 02 Water-MeOH 03 Water-MeNH2 04 Water-Peptide 05 MeOH-MeOH

Initial 462 689 444 615 390 586 244 883 151 327
New 183 220 407 068 201 021 85 525 61 433
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B. Distribution of the SVD thresholds

Since the SVD thresholds for the conversion of the CP to
the Tucker format are selected by an error bound, it is interest-
ing to take a look at the distribution of the chosen thresholds.
Figure 4 shows a distribution of the automatically selected
thresholds for the C2T/T2C algorithm when a maximal error
of 10�5 in the norm is allowed. Mostly values for TSVD around
10 · Terr are selected, but the histograms also reveal that there
are cases where TSVD must be selected substantially smaller
(close to numerical zero). Thus it is evident that the error bound
based selection is the preferred choice for the algorithm since
otherwise there is a danger to neglect important parts of the
target tensor.

C. Accuracy

To assess the accuracy of our method, we carried out
calculations on the S22 sub-set and the larger S66 super-set
for weak intermolecular interactions (Ref. 62) and calculated
errors relative to MP2 results (without RI approximation). For
that purpose, we took a look at the uncorrected and counter-
poise corrected energies in the DZ, TZ, and aDZ basis varying
the threshold for the decomposition T in

CP. For the calculations,
a threshold of T in

CP = 10−3 Eh and T in
CP = 10−4 Eh was used.

Already for small test cases, it turned out that T in
CP = 10−2 Eh

is too loose for the diffuse aDZ basis, although the results for
the alkane chains using the DZ basis did not fully indicate
this. The overall statistic is depicted in Table IV and in the
supplementary material a more detailed overview can be
found. For the non-diffuse DZ and TZ basis, the errors for the
not counterpoise corrected energies are typical below 1 kJ/mol
for both thresholds. For T in

CP = 10−4 Eh, it is mostly below
0.1 kJ/mol and therefore insignificant. We note that for the not
diffuse DZ and TZ basis T in

CP = 10−3 Eh is sufficiently accurate,
but this is not the case for the diffuse aDZ basis set. Here at
least T in

CP = 10−4 Eh is required, but then the results are in most
cases nearly spot on. However for dimers 17 and 22, the errors
for the counterpoise corrected energies are then still above
0.1 kJ/mol for this basis.

From the sign of the mean error (MEAN), it can be seen
that due to the ABC error in most cases the binding energy is
a bit underestimated for the calculations without counterpoise
correction and a bit overestimated when using a counterpoise
correction. For the RI error this behavior is less evident, but
since it is roughly 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
ABC error, it is also nearly meaningless to give a general
conclusion on the sign since we are clearly below the intrinsic
accuracy of MP2.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the selected TSVD for the dimers 02, 03, 04, and 05 from the S66 set in the aDZ basis.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-146-005714
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TABLE IV. RI- and ABC-error statistics in kJ/mol for the different basis sets
and thresholds T in

CP for interaction energies with and without counterpoise
correction for the S22 set. If data for the S66 super-set are available, the
values are given in parentheses.

MEAN MAD

∆RI/DZ 0.012 (�0.008) 0.012 (0.017)
∆ABC/DZ T in

CP = 10−3 Eh �0.008 (�0.079) 0.112 (0.246)
∆ABC/DZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh 0.003 (�0.071) 0.102 (0.128)

∆corr
RI /DZ 0.004 (0.007) 0.006 (0.042)
∆corr

ABC/DZ T in
CP = 10−3 Eh 0.060 (0.051) 0.207 (0.404)

∆corr
ABC/DZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh 0.023 (�0.039) 0.228 (0.155)

∆RI/aDZ 0.000 0.006
∆ABC/aDZ T in

CP = 10−3 Eh �0.693 1.160
∆ABC/aDZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh �0.079 0.082

∆corr
RI /aDZ �0.003 0.008
∆corr

ABC/aDZ T in
CP = 10−3 Eh 0.035 0.428

∆corr
ABC/aDZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh �0.019 0.071

∆RI/TZ �0.007 0.009
∆ABC/TZ T in

CP = 10−3 Eh �0.168 0.171
∆ABC/TZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh �0.081 0.161

∆corr
RI /TZ �0.003 0.004
∆corr

ABC/TZ T in
CP = 10−3 Eh �0.015 0.149

∆corr
ABC/TZ T in

CP = 10−4 Eh �0.040 0.211

For the TZ and aDZ basis, only results for the smaller S22
sub-set are presented, but from the results for the DZ basis,
one can conclude that the mean absolute deviations might
increase by a factor of two if the larger test set is considered.
The increase is still in an acceptable range. Since the larger
test set also includes several larger dimers and the energy and
therefore the error in the energy is an extensive property, this
behavior is not unexpected. Also for the RI error we see an
increase, although it is less strong.

For the not counterpoise corrected interactions energies,
the mean absolute error (MAD) goes in all cases down when
the CP threshold is tightened, although the effect might not be
strong. For the counterpoise corrected energies, this does not
hold in all cases. Here the looser threshold profits from some
error cancellation, which is lost for the tighter threshold and a
further improvement is then only possible by further tightening
the CP threshold.

D. Potential-energy surfaces

A further important point to address is whether the ABC
framework enables smooth potential surfaces and how tight the
CP threshold has to be chosen to ensure it. In order to investi-
gate this further, the distance from the equilibrium structure of
the water–water dimer was continuously increased. Figure 5
shows the energy curves for the DZ, TZ, and QZ basis for

FIG. 5. Energy of the water–water dimer depending on the distance of the monomers for different basis sets and T in
CP thresholds. Additionally the energy

difference relative to the RI-MP2 curve is plotted.
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RI-MP2 and ABC-MP2 for different T in
CP thresholds. Interest-

ing is the very close agreement for the TZ basis. Here the
dependence on the threshold is less strong. However for the
DZ and QZ bases, using T in

CP = 10−2 Eh leads to small kinks
in the curves. In general, the agreement is better for short
distances. For longer distances, the RI-MP2 and ABC-MP2
curves separate more. For the DZ basis, the ABC-MP2 energy
is slightly above the RI-MP2 one and for the QZ basis below.
Besides this, look at total energy curves, it is interesting to
examine the geometric dependence on the energy difference
between RI-MP2 and ABC-MP2. It is depicted in Figure 5(d).
In this plot, kinks are more evident and can also be observed
for smaller thresholds than T in

CP = 10−2 Eh. Again for the TZ
basis, the curve is quite smooth. For the DZ and QZ bases,
the curves are a bit less smooth but improve strongly when the
CP threshold is set tighter. In conclusion, a bumpy behavior is
found to the extent that the thresholds are not tight enough, as
will be the case for most such thresholds. As the thresholds are
tightened, the curves becomes smoother and follows the
reference closer.

E. Storage savings

One point we did not investigate so far, but which is of
crucial importance is the storage requirements compared to the
conventional 4-index integrals. For that purpose we take again
a look at the calculation for the alkane chains, but now using the
DZ as well as the TZ basis and the CP threshold T in

CP = 10−3 Eh.
To compare the storage we use the 8-fold symmetry of the AO
integrals in the conventional case. For RC we exploit that the
combination matrix can be stored in packed format, which is
required in combination with the mode matrices for the AO
indices of the 3-index integrals to represent the 4-index inte-
grals. In contrast, we do not need the combination matrix in the
ABC format. Here we can calculate the needed sub-blocks on
the fly via the mode matrix for the auxiliary index and the SVD
of J−1

PQ, both of which we do not need to store in the RC case.
In our current implementation, we store for the ABC as well
as the RC format the AO mode matrices as the patched mode
matrices of the full tensor. This implies that for ABC we store
unused zeros, but for the initial implementation which is meant
to compare RC and ABC a common storage scheme for the
mode matrices is more convenient. Nevertheless this implies
that minor further savings are possible, but not exploited.

Table V lists the storage requirements in megabytes (MB)
for the three cases for increasingly larger alkane chains. For
the RC format the picture is a bit mixed. Here for the TZ
basis in all cases a reduction can be observed, but for the DZ

TABLE V. Storage requirements in megabytes (MB) for the packed AO inte-
grals and the ABC format using different basis sets and a CP threshold of
T in

CP = 10−3 Eh.

AO RC ABC

DZ TZ DZ TZ DZ TZ

C3H8 43 1 588 74 1257 10 67
C4H10 120 4 358 165 2615 19 125
C5H12 272 9 752 316 4703 32 206
C6H14 536 19 061 523 7670 49 311

FIG. 6. Wall time of RC-MP2 and ABC-MP2 calculations on alkane chains
in the aDZ basis. Besides the total wall time also the parts for the CP decom-
position and the evaluation of the Coulomb-like (J) and exchange-like (K)
energy contribution are depicted.

basis not for the given system sizes. But this likely only holds
for the current studied system sizes, which are not that large.
Going beyond C6H14 also savings in the DZ basis are possible.
Nevertheless for molecules like C5H12 and C6H14 savings in
the TZ basis between 40% and 80% are possible.

Turning the look at the ABC format the picture becomes
much clearer. Since in this case the storage of the combination
matrix is avoided (on disk as well as in memory) by replac-
ing it with the mode matrices for the auxiliary index and the
SVD of J−1

PQ, the overall storage requirements are significantly
reduced. In fact we observe for each molecule a reduction. For
the small DZ basis the savings are with 10%–50% still mod-
erate but for the TZ basis in all cases a reduction of over 90%
can be observed. The low storage requirements are obviously
a major advantage of the ABC format. For example, the C6H14

integrals in the TZ basis take less space than the DZ integrals
in either AO or RC format.

F. Timings

After considering the accuracy and the dependence of the
accumulated ranks with molecular size, it is important to take
a deeper look at the computational efficiency. At the moment
only the ABC and RC approaches shall be compared with
each other. A comparison with efficient and tuned RI-MP2
implementations is at the moment not of interest since the CP
decomposition alone is for most systems more costly and the
code is not tuned for absolute speed yet. Although the decom-
position has due to the atomic batching a formalO(N2) scaling,
it has a huge prefactor and will dominate. ABC-MP2 can on
a single core not compete with RI-MP2, but we see a poten-
tial for parallelization and in particular we want to apply this

TABLE VI. Fitted power laws for the wall time (s) for the 3 major
contributions as obtained in the calculations for the RC and ABC approaches.

CP E(J) E(K)

RC 102.69N1.37
bas 100.29N4.15

bas 100.55N4.00
bas

ABC 102.69N1.37
bas 100.05N3.94

bas 10−0.02N4.61
bas
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FIG. 7. Percentage to the overall costs in Wall time for the CP decomposition, calculation of the energy contributions, and the remaining steps in the aDZ basis
using T in

CP = 10−3 Eh.

approach to higher correlated levels of theory in the future.
For the analysis, the Wall time of the ABC-MP2 and RC-MP2
calculation on alkane chains in the aDZ basis shall be ana-
lyzed. In Fig. 6 they are plotted on a double logarithmic plot.
To extract the scaling we fitted the data to a power law of the
form 10A ×NB

carb. The fitted expressions are listed in Table VI.
In this plot, the total Wall time, the time for the CP decomposi-
tion, and the energy calculation are shown. For small molecules
the CP decomposition dominates, but around C6H14 the cal-
culation of the energy takes over. It is evident from the plot
that the energy calculation has a much steeper scaling than
the decomposition step, which shows an effective scaling of
O(N1.37). For RC-J and ABC-J, respectively, an effective scal-
ing of O(N4.15) and O(N3.94) is observed, while for RC-K and
ABC-K, the scaling is O(N4.00) and O(N4.60). Although for
ABC-MP2 we can expect at worst a O(N6) scaling, it shows
a smaller effective scaling. For distant pairs a smaller rank is
obtained and therefore the operation count for distant pairs is
reduced, which leads to the effective sub-O(N5) scaling.

Exploiting the ABC format the Coulomb-like contribu-
tion can be evaluated much faster than in the RC format.
The current algorithm design is in principle flexible enough
to switch between RC and ABC representations in one run in
order to use the most efficient approach for each contribution.
As previously mentioned, the ABC implementation can also
be improved in several ways.

Complementary to these findings, Figure 7 shows pie
charts with the percentage of the total Wall time spent on the

CP decomposition, the energy calculation, and the remain-
ing steps for some dimers from the S66 set in the aDZ basis.
Besides dimer 04 in all cases, the CP decomposition and there-
fore the generation of the ABC format still dominate, but it is
evident that the energy calculation and especially the evalu-
ation of the exchange-like contribution take over for larger
systems. Furthermore it shows that no other steps besides the
CP decomposition and the energy calculation take significant
time.

V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION

We demonstrated a new integral format for two-electron
integrals which combines several techniques like the RI
approximation and CP and Tucker tensor decompositions with
an atomic batching scheme. The format has strong similarities
to the THC format, but no grids and therefore less empirical
knowledge is required to perform the needed CP decompo-
sition in a feasible amount of time. This is achieved by con-
structing the decomposed integrals in a batched way, where
the full integral tensor is split up into small sub-tensors, which
are decomposed by an accelerated CP-ALS algorithm. In a
first step, the 3-index integrals are cast into a CP format with
high rank using a procedure with the repeated SVDs. Hav-
ing the integrals already in the CP format enables the use
of a recompression CP-ALS algorithm, which exploits the
computational savings due to the CP format. The recompres-
sion algorithm is additionally enhanced by using a Tucker
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decomposition as an intermediate step. The tensor is con-
verted to the Tucker format and the recompression algorithm
is applied to the smaller core tensor, where the core tensor is
still in CP format. Afterwards the sub-tensors can be reassem-
bled to the full set and form the RC format, where we use the
extension R to point out that the sub-tensors are reassembled
and the C to indicate that the Coulomb metric for the 3-index
integrals was used. A second alternative is to not reassem-
ble the sub-tensors, but to stay in the atomic batched format
given rise to the ABC format. The storage requirements in
the ABC format are significantly reduced in comparison to
the conventional storage of AO integrals and also the RC for-
mat. Even for small molecules, the ABC integrals allow a
reduction of over 90% in the TZ basis. If an atomic batch-
ing scheme is used in a reformulation of the MP2 equations,
this gives rise to a potentially O(N6) scaling algorithm while
in RC at mostO(N4) scaling costs can be expected. On the first
look, this seems unfavorable, but this formal scaling contains
a quartic scaling with the number of atoms. This is usually a
small number and furthermore the CP decomposition of the
3-index integrals per atom pair already reduce formal scal-
ing since for distant pairs lower ranks are obtained. When
going to larger systems, some pairs will even be screened
out completely. For alkane chains in the aDZ basis, indeed
a sub-O(N5) scaling was observed. Furthermore it is possible
to combine the rate determining step with local density fitting
techniques to reduce the scaling further and to remove this
potential issue.

For model systems it could be shown that the ranks in the
reassembled RC format increase only as N1.40 with the system
size without any a priori truncation of atom-pair lists. The
ranks of the sub-tensors show a good dependence on the data
they are containing and the distance of the atom pairs, which
enabled us to improve the rank prediction and save iterations in
the CP-ALS algorithm. Concerning the accuracy, the RC/ABC
error for total energies can be set below the RI error so that
virtually no loss in accuracy can be expected. For a small test
set for weak intermolecular interactions, it was shown that the
errors for interaction energies could easily be controlled to be
below 1 kJ/mol, but diffuse basis sets need more caution than
non-augmented bases.

First profiling shows that only for smaller systems the
decomposition to the ABC/RC format is the major time-
consuming step, which shows an effective scaling ofO(N1.37),
and for larger systems the energy calculations start to domi-
nate which shows in our test cases for RC an effective scal-
ing of O(N4.15) for the Coulomb-like part and O(N4.00) for
the exchange-like contribution was observed. Exploiting the
ABC format the effective scaling for the Coulomb part is
O(N3.94) and O(N4.61) for the exchange part. In ongoing work
this part can be accelerated by means of local density-fitting
approximations.

The reassembled ranks in the RC format are still quite
large, but so far we applied only some modifications to the
underlying CP-ALS recompression algorithm. A faster con-
vergence and smaller output ranks may be possible with
improved starting guesses. The atomic-batched construction
opens here the route to, for instance, pre-tabulate guesses
for certain atom types. Nevertheless the large accumulated

ranks are not a problem for the ABC format since the ranks
per pair are reasonably small. To divide a large problem
into lots of smaller pieces might pave the way for effi-
cient parallelization strategies. Since the data per atom pair
are quite small no large communication overhead should be
expected.

In ongoing research, we want to apply the RC and espe-
cially the ABC format to higher-level methods. Furthermore,
a deeper comparison between the RC format and a RO format
using the overlap metric will be made.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a more detailed overview
of the ABC and RI errors evaluated for the S66 set.
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